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8 The MAXIMA radio setup

8.1 Introduction

The first-generation radio setup operated in Argentina from April 2007 until 

May  2008.  During  this  period,  work  was  started  in  the  Netherlands  on  the 

second-generation radio setup, called MAXIMA. MAXIMA is an acronym for Multi-

Antenna eXperiment In Malargüe Argentina.

While the first-generation radio setup used antennas which were connected 

with long cables to a central  DAQ location,  MAXIMA consists  of  a network of 

autonomous stations.  Most of the DAQ electronics,  such as filters,  amplifiers, 

digitizers  and a small  PC,  are part  of  the station.  Thus,  these electronics are 

co-located with the radio antennas in the field. This is the major difference with 

the first-generation radio  setup,  where  the DAQ electronics  were placed  at  a 

central DAQ location.

The first 4 MAXIMA stations were installed in June 2008; 3 additional stations 

were  deployed  in  the  first  half  of  2010.  Initially,  the  stations  communicated 

through a wireless network with the central DAQ location. The use of wireless 

communication can make it easier to deploy detectors over large areas and in 

remote  locations,  and  is  also  less  intrusive  towards  landowners  and  the 

environment.

Since no cables were used to connect the stations, the power needed for the 

stations had to be provided in an alternative way. Therefore, the stations were 

equipped  with  solar  panels  and  batteries.  During  the  day,  the  solar  panels 

provide  electricity  to  the  electronics  and  to  the  batteries.  The  batteries  then 

power the electronics during the night.

The central DAQ system for MAXIMA is located in the BLS, where previously the 

DAQ of the first-generation radio setup was located. In the BLS, basic amenities 

such as AC power and internet access are available. Since a large part of the DAQ 
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electronics is located at the stations themselves, the central DAQ system consists 

of only a DAQ laptop and an outdoor receiver for the wireless network. The DAQ 

laptop has several functions: the run control, a multi-station trigger, and data 

storage.

In  May  2010 the  wireless  network  was  replaced  with  a  network  of  optical 

fibres. This replacement was performed in response to prolonged problems with 

the  wireless  receivers.  Furthermore,  a  scintillator  unit  was  installed  in  each 

MAXIMA station. This scintillator unit can be used to trigger on air showers. The 

development of a trigger based on the radio signal itself has been problematic, 

therefore a scintillator trigger is used to obtain coincident events.

Further changes to the MAXIMA setup include the removal of noisy electrical 

components and an overhaul of the cabling and grounding of the electronics. 

This  was done to reduce the noise  that was picked up (or  produced!)  by the 

stations.

From May 2010 onward, the MAXIMA setup is operating relatively well. Events 

in coincidence with the surface detector are (once again) being measured.

In this chapter, a general overview of the MAXIMA radio setup will be given. 

The multi-station trigger of the MAXIMA setup will be discussed in more detail. 

The power  spectral  density  (PSD)  of  the  radio  background  as  measured  with 

MAXIMA is compared with the PSD that was measured with the first-generation 

radio  setup.  No  analysis  of  radio  signals  from  air  showers  measured  with 

MAXIMA will be discussed; this will be done in forthcoming publications.

8.2 The hardware of MAXIMA

8.2.1 Site layout

An overview of the site layout of the MAXIMA setup is given in Figure 8.1. The 

map shows the location of the BLS, three poles from the first-generation radio 

setup (P1, P2, P3), seven MAXIMA stations (M1-M7), and four nearby SD stations. 

The station MAXIMA 5, labelled “M5” in  Figure 8.1, is a reuse of “pole 5”; this 

pole is indicated with “P5” in Figure 4.2 on p. 42.
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The first four MAXIMA stations, M1-M4, were deployed in June 2008. These 

stations  form  an  equilateral  triangle  with  a  side-length  of  375  meters.  The 

station MAXIMA 2 is placed at the middle of this triangle, 216 meters away from 

the other three. Almost 2 years later, in May 2010, three more MAXIMA stations 

were placed: M5-M7.

The map also shows the location of four SD stations: three from the regular 

Auger grid (SD stations Apolo, Arbolito and Sandra) and one additional station, 

SD Olaia, located at the centre of the triangle made by the former three.
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Figure 8.1: Map of the MAXIMA setup near the BLS. Indicated are the BLS itself, 
the three poles from the first-generation radio setup (P1, P2, P3), and the 

locations of seven MAXIMA stations (M1-M7). M1-M4 were deployed in June 2008; 
M5-M7 were placed in May 2010. Also indicated are the four nearest SD stations.
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8.2.2 MAXIMA stations

A photograph of one of the MAXIMA stations is shown in  Figure 8.2; several 

components of the station are indicated in the figure.

The sensor of the station is the log-periodic dipole antenna, mounted on a 

pole  above  the  station.  Initially,  these  poles  were  made  of  wood,  and  the 

antennas  were mounted  at  a  height of  ~4 m. However,  the strength of  these 

poles was reduced due to ageing and the effects of the environment. Therefore, 
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Figure 8.2: MAXIMA stations can be reached on foot.
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they have been replaced with new poles, made from iron and similar to poles P1-

P6 of the first-generation setup.

The  log-periodic  dipole  antenna  that  is  used  for  MAXIMA  is  made  from 

aluminium, carbon fibre and wires. The antenna was designed and built by our 

collaborators at RWTH Aachen, who named it the “black-spider” LPDA. It is quite 

different from the aluminium LPDA that was used in the first-generation radio 

setup  (Figure  4.4,  left),  and  in  fact  is  a  refined  version  of  the  wire-LPDA 

prototype (Figure 4.4, right).

The black-spider LPDA has several advantages over the aluminium LPDA. The 

horizontal wires of the black-spider LPDA, visible as thin black lines on the top of 

Figure 8.2, are the active elements of the antenna. These thin wires are much 

lighter than the horizontal beams of the aluminium LPDA, and also experience 

less stress from strong winds. The black horizontal beams can be folded to a 

position  parallel  with  the  main  beam  of  the  antenna,  allowing  for  easy 

transportation.  Whereas  the  aluminium  LPDA  was  designed  to  be  sensitive 

between 40 and 80 MHz, the black-spider LPDA is sensitive from 36 to 80 MHz. 

The longest arms of the black-spider LPDA are slightly longer than those of the 

aluminium LPDA. More details about the black-spider LPDA are given in [118].

Signals  that  are  picked  up by the antenna  are  sent  through the low-noise 

amplifier (LNA). The LNA is located in a small box attached to the pole directly 

below the antenna; see Figure 8.2. After the initial amplification by the LNA, the 

signal  enters  the  electronics  enclosure  where  it  is  further  processed.  A 

photograph  of  the  components  inside  the  electronics  enclosure  is  shown  in 

Figure 8.3.

Within the electronics enclosure, the signal first passes through a bias-T. The 

bias-T does not modify the radio frequency part of the signal. However it isolates 

the DC part of the signal, which is used as a phantom power supply for the LNA.

Next, the signal passes through a power splitter, where it is split in two. This 

allows two different sets of filter combinations to be used for each polarisation 

direction (NS or EW). In Figure 8.3 only one channel is used for each polarisation; 

the second channel was not in use when the photograph was taken. The power 

splitters half the power of the signal; therefore they constitute a 3 dB loss.
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After the power splitter, the signal passes through 4 filters and 1 wideband 

amplifier. The same filters and amplifiers were used as in the first-generation 

radio setup; see Sections 4.3 and 4.4 for details.

Finally  the signal  reaches  the digitizer,  which  is  slightly  different  from the 

previous digitizer. The previous digitizer had two inputs which were sampled at 
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Figure 8.3: A photograph of the components inside the electronics enclosure.
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400 MHz; the MAXIMA digitizer has four inputs which are sampled at 200 MHz. 

According  to  the  Nyquist–Shannon  sampling  theorem,  this  latter  frequency  is 

sufficient to sample signals up to 100 MHz.

A  major  improvement  of  the  MAXIMA  digitizer  in  comparison  with  its 

predecessor is the GPS-based timekeeping system. This system is the Trimble 

Resolution T, and according to its manufacturer has an accuracy of 15 ns with 

respect to UTC (1 sigma; [119]). The accuracy of the relative timing between two 

MAXIMA digitizers was measured by Timmermans [120]. In this measurement, 

both digitizers received a common trigger. From a comparison of the timestamps 

of recorded events, a 1-sigma accuracy of 2.3 ns was found. This is remarkably 

better than the 13 ns 1-sigma accuracy that was found in Section 6.2 for  the 

digitizers  of  the  first-generation  radio  setup.  This  improvement  in  timing 

precision of the digitizers allows a more accurate reconstruction of the direction 

of the air shower.

The digitizer is connected with a mini PC through a USB cable. Software on the 

mini PC is used for reading data from the digitizers and communicating with the 

central DAQ computer. This communication is provided by the Wi-Fi unit (Figure

8.3), which is connected to the Wi-Fi antenna (Figure 8.2). As was mentioned 

already, the Wi-Fi network was replaced with an optical network in May 2010.

8.2.3 Central DAQ of MAXIMA

The MAXIMA stations communicate with the central DAQ computer, which is a 

laptop located in the BLS. This laptop is named “MaximaS” because it is a server 

for  MAXIMA.  MaximaS  communicates  with  the  MAXIMA  stations  through  the 

wireless network, or more recently, the optical network.

Several  tasks  are  performed  on  MaximaS.  First,  there  is  the  run-control 

software,  with  which  the measurements  can  be started  or  stopped.  The run-

control software is also used to configure the digitizers of the individual stations. 

For  example,  which  channels  are  to  be  read  out,  which  channels  should  be 

triggered on, and which trigger conditions should be used.

The  second  task  of  MaximaS  is  to  implement  a  multi-station  trigger  for 

MAXIMA. Whenever  an individual  station has  triggered it  sends  a message to 
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MaximaS,  informing  it  of  the  exact  trigger  moment.  MaximaS  then  looks  for 

multiple stations that have triggered in coincidence. This process is described in 

more detail in Section 8.3.

The third function of MaximaS is used to save the triggered data to disk. After 

saving, the data can be brought to the Netherlands for analysis. Fourth, MaximaS 

is  used  for  monitoring  of  the  data-acquisition  process.  One  can  check  if  all 

stations are still  sending data, how high the trigger rates are, and inspect the 

triggered traces in both the time and frequency domain.

8.3 The trigger system of MAXIMA

The trigger system of MAXIMA is a hierarchical trigger system that consists of 

several layers (currently three). This setup is rather similar to that of the surface 

detector  (see  Section 3.2 or  [80, 81]).  Level  1  (L1)  of  the  MAXIMA  trigger  is 

implemented in the digitizers of the individual stations. Each digitizer contains 

an FPGA (field-programmable  gate array),  which  is  a  computer  chip  in which 

logical  functions can be programmed.  The FPGA performs digital  pulse  shape 

analysis on the radio signals that enter the digitizer. If the programmed trigger 

conditions are met, an “event” is generated. An event consist of 1-4 radio traces 

(configurable;  the  digitizer  has  4  inputs)  of  a  certain  length  (usually  10 μs). 

Furthermore, a GPS timestamp is also part of the event. Additional information 

that  is  stored  in  the event  indicates  at  which  MAXIMA station  the  event  was 

measured (currently M1-M7) and the “level” of the event.

If the event has passed the FPGA trigger (L1), the event is categorized as a 

level 1 event. If the event, in addition to passing the L1 trigger, has also passed 

the L2 trigger (explained below), it is categorized as a level 2 event. Similarly, 

events that have passed the L3 trigger are marked as level 3 events. Events that 

were triggered in a “special”  way,  for  example by an external  trigger,  have a 

special level marking; this ensures that they can be handled appropriately.

8.3.1 The first level trigger

The L1 trigger in the FPGA of the digitizer analyses the shape of measured 

radio pulses in the time domain. If the shape of an incoming pulse satisfies a 

number of criteria, then a level 1 event is created. The details of the L1 trigger 
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algorithm  are  described  by  Timmermans [120]  and  Verkooijen [121];  in  this 

section only a short overview is given.

The goal of the trigger is to pass a maximum amount of radio signals from air 

showers (such as those in Figures 3.7 and 7.1), while minimising the amount of 

transients  that  pass.  Transients  are  short  bursts  of  noise;  see  Section 6.4.1 

(p. 89) for examples.

First, the baseline of the signal is calculated. This is the level around which the 

signal fluctuates. The threshold level is set relative to the baseline. The trigger 

requires a pulse to be larger than baseline + threshold (i.e. a large positive pulse) 

or smaller than baseline - threshold (i.e. a large negative pulse). Furthermore, the 

number  of  threshold crossings must lie  within  a  certain  (configurable)  range. 

Another  requirement  of  the  trigger  is  that  there  are  no  threshold  crossings 

during a certain time before and after the pulse. This allows for the rejection of 

noise  pulse-trains  similar  to  those  in  Figures 6.17 and 6.18.  Yet  another 

requirement  is  a  limit  on  the  height-to-width  ratio  of  a  pulse.  Finally,  these 

requirements can be applied to channel 1 (north-south), channel 2 (east-west), 

channel 1 and  2, or channel 1 or  2.

We have worked on optimising the values (parameters) of the trigger criteria. 

This  was  done  using  our  knowledge  of  the  shape  of  radio  signals  from  air 

showers that were obtained with the first-generation radio setup.  However, even 

though the trigger  was able  to reject  most  transients,  there  was still  a  large 

amount of transients that could not be rejected because their pulse shape was 

too similar to that of actual air showers. These transients passing through the L1 

trigger are problematic because of the limited bandwidth that is available on the 

data-bus (USB) between the digitizer and the mini PC. If the maximum trigger-

rate of the digitizers (~100 Hz) is reached, the system “saturates” and the dead-

time becomes large.

8.3.2 The second level trigger

Events that have passed the L1 trigger are sent from the digitizer to the mini 

PC. The mini PC is a simple PC that is present in each MAXIMA station. On the 

mini PC the second trigger level (L2) is implemented. Software on the mini PC can 

inspect the level 1 events, and promote them to level 2 if the event meets the 
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right criteria. Events that do not meet the right criteria are not promoted; these 

events are discarded. Events with a special level marking are never discarded.

At the moment of writing, the L2 trigger was not used; a dummy trigger is 

implemented that promotes all level 1 events to level 2.

8.3.3 The third level trigger

After passing the L2 trigger, the event is sent to the third level trigger (L3). The 

L3 trigger is implemented in both the mini PCs in the MAXIMA stations and on 

the MaximaS laptop. It functions across the wireless network and integrates the 

data from all individual stations into a single data stream.

Because the bandwidth of the wireless network is limited, not all L2 events are 

sent  to  MaximaS  for  storage.  Instead,  whenever  a  station  has  an  L2  event 

available, it will temporarily store the event in a RAM memory of the mini PC. This 

RAM memory thus functions as a  local  buffer.  Next,  the mini  PC will  send a 

message  to  MaximaS,  indicating  that  it  has  an  L2  event  available.  Contained 

within this  message is  the GPS timestamp which indicated the time when the 

event was measured.

MaximaS  then compares  the timestamps it  receives  from the stations,  and 

checks whether the L3 trigger condition is satisfied. This condition requires that 

two different stations have triggered with a time difference of 5 μs or less (a 

“coincidence” between two stations). Written as a formula, the requirement is:

∣t a−t b∣≤5μs ; a≠b (2)

In the next step, MaximaS sends a message back to the stations whose events 

had  satisfied  the  L3  trigger  condition.  This  return  message  includes  the 

timestamp  of  these  events.  Upon  receipt  of  the  timestamp,  the  local  station 

searches  its  local  buffer  (the  RAM  memory)  for  the  event  that  matches  the 

received timestamp. This event is then promoted to level 3 and sent in full  to 

MaximaS for storage.

Although the process outlined above is simple, there are several complications 

that need to be handled correctly. One complication arises when the connection 

between MaximaS and one of the stations is lost. For example, the batteries of a 
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station may be depleted or the Wi-Fi link may encounter interference. Whenever 

this  occurs,  the  trigger  system  should  not  crash  but  keep  running  with  the 

remaining stations.  Whenever a station is not connected with MaximaS, it  will 

periodically attempt to reconnect. Measured events may be lost if the connection 

is unavailable for a longer time.

Another issue is the synchronisation of the various stations. The timestamps 

that  arrive  at  MaximaS  may  not  be  in  chronological  order.  Although  the 

timestamps from one individual station do arrive in order, this may not be true 

when comparing the timestamps of more than one station. One can imagine that 

timestamps from remote stations may take longer to reach MaximaS than those 

of stations nearby. The L3 trigger was designed to tolerate these synchronisation 

issues.

One of  the features  of  the L3 trigger system is  that  it  is  not  blocking the 

measurement  of  new events.  While  the timestamps  are  transmitted  back  and 

forth across the network, the local stations can continue to measure new events. 

Because GPS timestamps are attached to each event, the events can be stored in a 

local buffer (i.e., the RAM memory of the mini PC) and do not need real-time 

processing.

Another feature is the “L3 blacklist”. In the data measured with MAXIMA, the 

time differences of GPS timestamps were investigated. It was found that for a 

combination of two stations, certain time differences occur very frequently. This 

was traced back to a source of noise on the horizon; this source emits bursts of 

noise (transients, see Section 6.4.1) that often cause an L1 trigger. By blacklisting 

these specific time differences in the L3 trigger, these events can be discarded. 

Unfortunately this blacklist creates certain blind spots in the sky, and also does 

not lower the L1 trigger rate. Therefore the blacklist feature is usually not used.

After  the  scintillator  units  were  installed  at  the  MAXIMA  stations,  the  L1 

triggering occurs based on the scintillator signals. Because each MAXIMA station 

is  only  equipped  with  a  single  scintillator,  we  use  the  L3  trigger  to  find 

coincidences between triggered events.
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8.4 Measurement of the radio background

One  option  of  the  MAXIMA  digitizers  is  to  record  a  radio  trace  every  10 

seconds.  These  “10-second”  traces  can  be  obtained  simultaneous  with  the 

regular L1-trigger operations. The advantage of these traces is that they provide 

radio traces that are not biased towards large pulses, perfect for study of the 

radio background.

In Section 6.4, the power spectral density (PSD) of the radio background was 

calculated; an average was taken over a period of 8 days in August 2007. The 

results  were  shown  in  Figure  6.14.  Using  the  10-seconds  traces  from  the 

MAXIMA setup, another PSD of the radio background was calculated. This time, 

the PSD was averaged over a different 8-day period: from midnight 2010-07-06 

until  midnight  2010-07-14.  The  results  for  MAXIMA station  2  are  shown  in 

Figure 8.4, and compared with the PSD that was obtained with pole 2 of the first-

generation radio setup.
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Figure 8.4: Average power spectral density (PSD) of the radio background, as 
measured during two distinct 8-day periods (2007 & 2010). In grey is the average 
PSD as calculated from the traces of the first-generation radio setup (pole 2). This 
is identical to the “full trace” data in Figure 6.14. In black is the average PSD that 

was calculated from the traces of MAXIMA station 2. Because of the lower 
sampling rate of the MAXIMA digitizers, the PSD is limited to 0-100 MHz.
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When comparing the PSDs from both setups, many similarities can be seen. 

The  spectra  are  rather  close  together,  with  a  few  exceptions.  On  the  low-

frequency side,  between 30 and 40 MHz,  the MAXIMA spectrum extends to a 

lower  frequency  than  the  PSD  from  the  first-generation  radio  setup.  This  is 

caused by the longer  arms of  the black  spider  LPDA in  comparison  with  the 

aluminium LPDA. Another difference is the strong peak at 67 MHz in the MAXIMA 

PSD; this peak is not present in the 2007 PSD. The peak is caused by a local radio 

transmitter.

It  is  surprising  that  both  PSDs  are  so  close  together,  given  the  use  of  a 

different antenna, a different LNA, shorter cables, and a power splitter (-3 dB) in 

the MAXIMA setup.
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